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ABOUT US
Eye4Tech stands out as a premier provider of
cutting-edge software solutions tailored to
cater to the constantly evolving demands of
businesses across various sectors. Our
proficient and experienced team of
developers is committed to delivering high-
quality products that are not only efficient
but also user-friendly and dependable.



VISION &
MISSION 

Eye4Tech was established
when a group of corporate
sector veterans, each with
extensive rules experience
spanning decades, united
with a shared purpose: to
assist businesses in
reaching their business
objectives and aiding them
in adapting to the ever-
evolving digital landscape,
even in times of
uncertainty.

Our mission evolves around
empowering the business
world, society, and
individuals to realize their
performance objectives with
a potent combination of
excellence and cost-
efficiency. Far from being
just another run-of-the-mill
service provider, we
operate as a dedicated
marketing and technology
partner, where the triumph
of our partners is
intrinsically linked with our
own success.

  VISION           MISSION 



EXPERTISE

At EYE4TECH, we are at the forefront of technological
innovation, offering a diverse range of expertise to
propel your business into the future. Our skilled team
specializes in cutting-edge fields such as data science,
machine learning, artificial intelligence, and natural
language processing (NLP). We leverage these advanced
technologies to provide tailored solutions that meet the
unique needs of your business.

With a keen focus on data analysis and business
intelligence, we empower organizations to make
informed decisions and gain a competitive edge in
today's dynamic market. Our proficiency extends to the
e-commerce realm, where we excel in Shopify
development, ensuring seamless and efficient online
experiences for both businesses and their customers.
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COMPUTER VISION
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Custom Software Development

Blockchain Development

IT Consultancy

Mobile Development

Support & Maintenance

Web Development

OUR SERVICES



We build web solutions to help to execute your
business operations smoothly, quickly, and
efficiently. From Web applications to MVP, portals,
websites, and custom software development, we
know technologies and what will be right for you.
We spend our time and energies like a pro to
develop and implement modern solutions for blue-
chip corporate clients, fresh-faced start-ups, or local
SMEs. Our expertise lies in PHP, .Net, WordPress,
Magento, JavaScript, AJAX, JQuery, React, Mongo
DB, Agular.JS, Node.js, and Ruby on Rails to name
a few.

CUSTOM SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT



Eye4tech is an app development firm with a wealth
of experience in producing native and cross-
platform mobile apps for iOS and Android devices
that are highly efficient, useful, and inventive. With
our team's proficiency in mobile app development,
you can take advantage of mobile technology to its
fullest, enjoy smooth and captivating experiences
on any device, and provide optimal customer
service. With over ten years of expertise, our team
has created mobile applications for a variety of
industries, including retail, healthcare, real estate,
and more. A committed group of mobile app
developers that can comprehend your goals,
specifications, and capabilities by studying the
market is necessary for your business environment.

MOBILE  DEVELOPMENT



We assist businesses in taking a more deliberate approach
to software innovation and maximizing the potential of
cutting-edge technologies. You can hire our
knowledgeable IT experts to help you with business-
related IT solutions so you can work more productively and
efficiently. They will help you choose the software solution
that best fits your business model and help you make your
firm future-ready with flexible business-tech plans.

For businesses looking for on-budget digital solutions to
optimize workflows for higher throughput, our IT advisors
guarantee business success.

IT CONSULTANCY



Use our bespoke website development services to
establish a powerful online presence. A visually appealing,
responsive, and fully working website may help your
business. Web-based software solutions, design,
development, implementation, support, and maintenance
are all included in our complete stack development
services.
With over 10 years of expertise, we are a forward-thinking
web development company that provides initiative sites,
quick websites, web portals, and other solutions to improve
business workflows and promote digital transformation.

WEB DEVELOPMENT



We assist companies in utilizing blockchain-based
decentralized networks and software to bring a
whole new degree of automation, efficiency,
transparency, and immutability to their operations.
Our committed staff members, who possess
extensive knowledge of this cutting-edge
technology, seek to offer companies in a variety of
sectors effective, secure, and integrated solutions.
Smart contracts, Defi solutions (staking, liquidity,
and farming), tokens, cryptocurrency exchanges,
multichain blockchain development, and more are
all part of our extensive service offering.

BLOCKCHAIN
DEVELOPMENT



OUR
PROJECTS

At EYE4TECH, we are at the forefront of technological
innovation, offering a diverse range of expertise to
propel your business into the future. Our skilled team
specializes in cutting-edge fields such as data science,
machine learning, artificial intelligence, and natural
language processing (NLP). We leverage these advanced
technologies to provide tailored solutions that meet the
unique needs of your business.

With a keen focus on data analysis and business
intelligence, we empower organizations to make
informed decisions and gain a competitive edge in
today's dynamic market. Our proficiency extends to the
e-commerce realm, where we excel in Shopify
development, ensuring seamless and efficient online
experiences for both businesses and their customers.



Seiko watches, embody the perfect blend of Japanese
precision and style. Established in 1881, Seiko is a
trusted name in watchmaking. Their timepieces
showcase innovative technology, timeless design, and
exceptional craftsmanship. From classic dress watches
to sporty, adventurous models, Seiko offers a diverse
collection that caters to various tastes. When you
explore Seiko's official website, you're not just
browsing watches; you're embarking on a journey
through horological excellence, quality, and
sophistication. Find your perfect Seiko watch and
experience a legacy of timekeeping excellence.

SEIKO WATCHES



The Seiko Apps admin dashboard is crafted with
precision using the Laravel framework in PHP.
Leveraging the robust features of Laravel, this
dashboard offers a seamless and secure
management experience for Shopify store owners.
From streamlined inventory control to intuitive
order processing, the Laravel-powered dashboard
ensures a reliable and efficient platform for
optimizing and overseeing every aspect of a
Shopify store.

SHOPIFY BACKEND
APP(SEIKO)



Games Industry Network is a leading online platform
dedicated to the world of video games and interactive
entertainment. Explore the latest industry news, insights,
and trends, while connecting with professionals,
developers, and enthusiasts passionate about the gaming
world. Stay informed and engaged in the vibrant gaming
community with Games Industry Network.

GAMING INDUSTRY
NETWORK



Lab Alley's online store and it is a trusted destination
for sourcing high-quality chemicals and ingredients,
essential for pharmaceutical and medicinal purposes.
With a wide array of chemical compounds and raw
materials, the store caters to those in the healthcare
and pharmaceutical industries, making it a one-stop-
shop for crafting medicines. Lab Alley's commitment to
purity, quality, and safety ensures that every purchase
is a step toward ensuring the well-being and health of
countless individuals. Explore their extensive selection
and experience a seamless, reliable source for all your
chemical needs.

LABALLEY



Sportsocial is a dedicated social media platform
tailored for sports enthusiasts, athletes, and
professionals. It offers a unique online space where
individuals can connect, share their sports-related
interests, achievements, and network with like-
minded individuals within the sports community.
Whether you're an athlete, a fan, or a sports
industry professional, Sportsocial provides a
specialized platform for networking and engaging
with the sports world.

SPORT SOCIAL



At Tint Man, we're your window tinting experts,
dedicated to elevating your comfort, privacy, and
style. Explore our premium tinting services and
solutions, designed with a focus on quality and
innovation. Enhance your environment through
professional window tinting at Tint Man.

TINT MAN



Discover your inner self with HumanOp, the online
platform offering psychiatric tests to unveil the
depths of your personality. Explore the intricacies
of your mind and have your personality expertly
analyzed based on the results. 

HUMANOP’S DASHBOARD



Easily find high rated and reviewed
businesses to work with
FaveApp is designed to help users connect with
big businesses more easily. Although we offer free
business listings, we do not accept or reserve any
business listings that do not have a rating of 3 or
higher. This is what sets our site apart from other
business listing sites like Trip Advisor or Yelp. We
are committed to providing great value and
exceptional customer service to new and existing
businesses. We currently operate in Kampala,
Uganda, Nairobi, Kenya and Cape Town, South
Africa. In 2020 and 2021, we will expand our
services to other cities in these countries, as well
as other countries in Africa.

FAVEAPP



Arizona Fine Time has been a family-owned
operation Watch store since 1960. Having a
physical store in Arizona, they have huge online
customers all over the US. They are using multiple
online channels like Ebay, Amazon, and Shopify
store. They are authorized retailers of Seiko,
Hamilton, G-shock, and many more International
watch brands

ARIZONA



T-Bird Jewels, a long-standing jewelry and watch
retailer in Las Vegas, has thrived for decades,
serving local and online customers across the US.
They prioritize user-friendly interfaces on their
dynamic Shopify and Laravel platform, offering
expert jewelry and watch retail and repair
services. Their extensive collection includes
elegant pieces from renowned brands, showcasing
a commitment to quality and customer
satisfaction.

T-BIRD JEWELS



Getpoints is a customizable loyalty program, Your
customers can simply earn points every time they
visit your business. You can customize your loyalty
program rewards however best suites your
customer base. No POS integration is needed.

Easily Identify, Communicate with & 
Reward Your Best Customers

GETPOINTS



IQ ASSESSMENT
This course teaches students the best way to learn
so they can learn better academically and
professionally.  The school district was founded by
a school psychologist with more than 30 years of
experience. Its goal is to give students many tools
to succeed in school. Dr. Stanley Riley's brand,
free website and survey can be self-administered
or administered.The difficulty of our online
interactive quiz increases as you progress and
each quiz stops after one repetition. There are 10
different 2–5-minute exercises in total. All these
products are specifically designed for learning in
hearing, vision, writing, understanding words,
thinking and feeling, perception and memory.



Client Testimonial

Olivia Wilson
Owner Larana, Inc.

I was impressed with this agency's
sessional approach and their efficient
staff. They completed my project on-
time and on-budget. I highly
recommend them and will definitely
be using them again!



"Working with a Wardiere Inc. Agency has been a game-
changer for our business. Their strategic business
consulting services have helped us identify new growth
opportunities, streamline our operations, and improve
our bottom line. Their expertise and guidance have been
invaluable, and we highly recommend their services."



Juliana Silva
This product is really made of high-quality
materials. With the right price, you can get a
satisfying product. The shop assistants are
very responsive, so don't hesitate to shop
here.


